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2019 - L'Ecole nationale d'art de Paris (ENDA) 
2019 - Salzburg International Summer Academy of Fine Arts "Scenography as a place of longing» 
2018-2019 winner and resident of the project «Open studios» Winzavod, Moscow 
2018  School of curatorial studies Avant-Garde Lab- 2 Jewish Museum Moscow 
2018  Russian Humanities University «Exhibition grammar» 
2017 participant of the program "Field research" of the GARAGE (faculty Arseniy Zhilyaev) 
2016 -2017 Higher School of Economics, management of social projects + Leadership Trenning Knafaim 
2014-2015 MYNIANIM Leadership Program (The Czech Republic, Hungary, Israel, Russia) 
2014-2015 ICA, Moscow 
2005-2011 Russian State University of Cinematography, project design of animation films, Moscow 
1995-2005 Art School, Moscow 

Work experience 
2019 Teacher at Center of the Avant-garde of the Jewish museum and Tolerance center 
2018-2019 Teacher at «AdSchool» MMOMA 
2018 webinars for project «12-13. Contemporary art» 
2018 Project «Architecture of exhibition»at Moscow School of Architecture (МАРШ) 
2017 «Creative thinking for illustrators», Mors School 
2016-2017 Lecturer at Moscow Art Club, “Creative thinking”, MMOMA, Moscow 
2014-2015 «Know where you are living» Public art for children (OVZ) 

Grants 

2018-2018 Grant from the British Charity Foundation (CAF) to create the theatre play 
2017-2018 Grant from the British Charity Foundation (CAF) to create the exhibition 
2016-2017 Grant from the British Charity Foundation (CAF) to create the exhibition 
2014-2015 Grant from the British Charity Foundation (CAF) to create the exhibition  
2012-2013 Grand from the Russian Union of Artists 

Participant of the residence in Cité international des arts in Paris 2017 and 2019 

Since 2015, one of the works is in the collection of the State Literary Museum  

Animated movie The Argentine lullaby , Clouds handmade, Vanity, Book MARGIL 

Theatre play: Alice in zaekranie, (Practica), A sign of the opera, (Shadows theatre),  
Red Spring and Autumn concert, (Russian songs theatre), 
Battle with meanings, My FeFe, Radio war for cinematheatre Zvezda 

Fiction films: Cats, The colour of Love, Kill a man. 

The author of the first and only interactive museum of Daniil Kharms 2011- 2017 

Selected solo exhibitions: 
2019 «La confiture» Cite des arts, Paris 
2018 «Family values», Gallery Gnezdo, Moscow 
2017 «Fig.ure», Cite Des Arts, Paris 
2016 "I bet", Molecula Gallery ART Play, Moscow; 
2016 "Genius of Absurd", State Literature Museum, Moscow; 
2016 "Museum in Cube", participant of "Night at the Museum", Gallery Na Kashirke, 
Moscow:  
2015 "The Essence of Things", design factory FLACON, Moscow; 

Selected group exhibitions: 
2018 «OS2» Winzavod, Moscow 
2018 «Curators love art» Cafe Artist, Moscow 
2017 «Pas droit», Cite des Arts, Paris 
2015 "Route Crone", Museum of Anna Akhmatova in the Fountain House, St. Petersburg;  
2015 "Event horizonts", Parallel program of the 6-th Moscow biennale of contemporary art, 
Sidur Museum 
2012 "The magic of animation. S. A. Alimov and students", MMAM, Moscow; 
2013 "Multi-colored dreams. Lullabies of the world", The Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow. 

Interviews and publications 

http://studios.winzavod.ru/artists 
https://www.culture.ru/news/77582/genii-absurda 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZAOe4YM-6A 
http://electromuseum.ru/event/av-2/ 
https://goslitmuz.ru/news/157/1855/ 
https://moscow.arttube.ru/event/vy-stavka-lizy-shtormit-famil-ny-e-tsennosti/ 
http://www.winzavod.ru/news/otkrytye-studii-vinzavoda-obyavili-imena-rezidentov-novogo-
sezona/ 
https://syg.ma/@vasilii-shtormit/priekrasnyie-doma-shtormit 
http://liart.ru/ru/news/739/ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ge0v3sXlh4 

CV

http://studios.winzavod.ru/artists
https://www.culture.ru/news/77582/genii-absurda
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6ZAOe4YM-6A
http://electromuseum.ru/event/av-2/
https://goslitmuz.ru/news/157/1855/
https://moscow.arttube.ru/event/vy-stavka-lizy-shtormit-famil-ny-e-tsennosti/
http://www.winzavod.ru/news/otkrytye-studii-vinzavoda-obyavili-imena-rezidentov-novogo-sezona/
https://syg.ma/@vasilii-shtormit/priekrasnyie-doma-shtormit
http://liart.ru/ru/news/739/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0Ge0v3sXlh4


Artistic statement

I'm actually a researcher who is trying to find hidden motives in jokes and phrases, always analyzing and getting to the bottom of serious and far-fetched 
topics. I don't support the approach where the viewer is just a bystander and the distance between the viewer and art is big. Since 2015 I’ve have been 
working with the theme of Institutional Critique. My position is expressed through “childish” and direct perspective. I use absurd and irony language, playful 
forms. I work a lot with interactive installations. Since 2017 i've have been working with the Olfactory art – speculation show. Art without «art». Invisiable art.

My work is aimed to get an understanding of the relationships between the audience and art, the expectations from art and disappointment with it, the 
interaction of the author and the institution, etc.

My research topics are: consumer status of art, authenticity and originality, bidding and pricing, institutional rules, frameworks and themes, ideology and 
censorship, the importance of the place of displaying art, the creation of the artist’s personality cult as a mass product. I present my projects in pseudo-
scientific (fictional) form and my working process is always documented. I engage with different museums, galleries and non-museum spaces. The “narrator” 
of my work is often a fictional character, it can be a collector or a critic created by me.

I try to imagine myself on the audience’s side, to analyze my work through their perspective, to look at art through their eyes.

"I give a tooth" (зуб даю) is an endless mockery of the traditions of curatorial texts at exhibitions, which is an endless emotional text that is completely 
impossible to read. The text was painted manually by me on all walls of the gallery. These are my endless notes about art associated with a fake object, which 
was the only topic of discussion. The exhibition was like an another description of the exhibition. (I bet, Art Play, 2016)

In the project “Eyeglass” I invite viewers to check the accuracy of their vision and the ability to determine the size of objects “by eye”, without assessing their 
artistic value and stylistic identity. (Open Studios, Winzavod, Moscow, 2018)

My curatorial project - the exhibition “This is my place” enabled young artists to move their works around the hall in a free format every day. Every day the 
place of the artist in the rating changes, or their see themself already more museum or commercial. Artists moved objects and could block other works, so now 
they thought that this was their place. The issue of competition, correct behavior and a global place in art were central. (This is my place, Total Art Gallery, 
Moscow, 2017)



Olfactory art action «Diffusio»



In the railway station area the artist of the project "Open studios" Liza Shtormit through science and art changes the usual city 
smells. As part of the project "Open studios" Liza started working in the direction of Science Art. Together with the Laboratory of 

Olfactory and Chemical Research, she was engaged in the study of odor points in Moscow.  It turned out that there are more than 
100 places in the capital with a disgusting and unbearable smell. In the near future, the Laboratory will publish an interactive map 

with the results of the study. The data will be updated every month.  

After analyzing the situation, Liza took the liberty to change the indicators. The artist works with the familiar territory of Kursk 
railway station. It causes the flavors on the wall, spraying her essence until fully absorbed. Resistance of such odors is not more 

than 2 hours. The first olfactory action Shtormit "Diffusio" was held at the address: Kurskay railway station



PARIS 2019 
La confiture



La confiture/ Jam


From each trip we bring memories. Each city and place cause us personal associations. 

Faces and sounds are erased from our memory. Scientists have proven that visual memory begins to fade after a 
few hours, but the "traces" of odors have not diminished over the years. Fragrances are always with us. 

We remember the smell of fresh bread in Paris, the herring in Amsterdam, the hot wormwood in the Crimea, the 
smell of fresh sheets and ... these are our real and longest travel notes.


Smells, elusive and difficult to accurately describe.


There are no fragrances that would be pleasant or unpleasant in their own right. It is not the smells themselves that 
are important, but the emotions and sensations that stand behind them. The smell can have an almost magical 
effect on a person’s emotions. The fragrance, which is associated with positive experiences, can cause a surge of 
joy, with unpleasant-disgust. The reason for this is that the zone of smell in our head is adjacent to the place where 
emotions originate.


 The effect of the awakening of memories through smells received in science the name: "Proust syndrome".


Project le confiture is canned and collected my memories from my travels.

This is an interactive and olfactory project that every viewers can compare with  them memories.



Olfactory/interactive installation «Money doen’t stink»



Marcel Broodthaers created a fictitious "Museum of Modern Art " and then 
publicly declared its bankruptcy. Spectators could participate in the fate of the 
museum by buying a gold bar with the museum's marking at a price twice the 
market value. In memory of this promotion, I create my ingot. But there are no 
stamps on it, markings and the name of the bank. This is a faceless symbol of 
the modern art market.
The series “Money does not stink” is a product of industrial production, the 
artist’s hands almost did not touch the objects. Iron sheets, inscriptions, ingot, 
fabric and bollard were manufactured by factories. What is it? Art or product? 
How should the price of these works be formed? Can I declare a high cost or 
request only compensation for materials? Will the works increase in price if a 
legend is invented and a detailed description is attached ? And how much is 
the idea worth? For me it was important to create a series in which I embody 
my idea by the means of others' skills. And almost not in contact with art. Is it 
important for what you got the money and how much real art can cost? 

Initially, the ingot was supposed to smell like shit, because the expression 
"Money does not stink" was born in ancient Rome, when the emperor imposed 
a tax on toilets. But since we can not install special huge hoods, it scents of 
iron and orange! Stunning and delicate aroma skilfully created specifically for 
the project. The aroma composition "Ingot(gold bar)" was made by perfumer 
Irina Vaganova.

Material: sheets of stainless steel 76x76 cm, oracal, plywood. 
An ingot (gold bar) - polyfoam, gypsum, acryl.



Olfactory/interactive installation «Dolce vita or crystallization»





«Dolce vita or crystallization»



Interactive/ olfactory installation Jargon 

«Every year in any language there are 
words that characterize the time. Modern 
slang or jargon is the language of 
teenagers. What they think, what they say 
and what they are interested in - you can 
easily understand by reading a couple of 
words.  
I chose, in my opinion, the brightest and 
funniest, a little rough and not quite literary. 
Caused them to objects and made a small 
figure.  
Open and read.  
Every word has its own smell."



Interactive/ olfactory installation «Jargon»



In the project “Eyeglass” I invited viewers to check the accuracy of their vision and the ability to determine 
the size of objects “by eye”, without assessing their artistic value and stylistic identity. 
(Open Studios, Winzavod, Moscow, 2018)

interactive installation



«Eyeglass» interactive installation



Ready - made objects
Pas droit / Not very smooth                                                                               

A pop -up exhibition created 18 hours before the opening.  
Three artists from Moscow, Paris and Los-Angeles worked together and created objects from improvised things. 
Curator and artist  - Liza Shtormit (Moscow) 
Artist - Tati S. Titch (Los- Angeles) 
Artist and photography - Andru Kovalev (Paris)

Paris 2017



The exhibition-research is an interactive space of two halls. The first hall was with art objects. The audience got into a room filled with wooden boxes hanging 
on the wall. On the door of the box ( draw) depicted "meaning" of the Jewish surnames in form of rebus or family history. Viewers can be try to guess what the 
names are encrypted in the image. Opening the doors of the box, viewers find a «trove» with family values. Inside the box Liza wrote texts by hand and this 
texts to reveal the secret of surnames.  
For each box I made an aroma-composition.  
In the second hall was an audio-installations with audio records of project participants about their families and their surnames. 

Family values                   Moscow 2018 Grant from CAF and JUF of New York



Olfactory/smell installation «Family values»



«Family values» peace of installation 
Two woody boxes    



https://www.facebook.com/lizashtormit 

https://www.instagram.com/liza_shtormit/Liza Shtormit  

+7 915 401 27 82 

moreshtormit@gmail.com 
                                                                                                                               
Moscow, Russian Federation. 
   

www.shtormit.com

https://www.facebook.com/lizashtormit
mailto:moreshtormit@gmail.com
http://www.shtormit.com

